
ANTISAN



ANTISAN
Length: 33.00 metres (108' 3")
Beam: 7.70 metres (25' 3")
Draft: 2.50 metres (8' 2")
Number of Guests: 11
Number of Crew: 6
Built: 1985
Refit: 2011
Builder: SPERTINI - ALALUNGA Italy
Naval Architect: CN Spertini
Flag: Portugal
Hull Construction: Composite
Hull Configuration: Planing hull
Air conditioning, Deck Jacuzzi, WiFi connection on board

ANTISAN is a very elegant yacht for the most demanding of
charter guests. Ideal for both private charters, corporate
charters and special events. ANTISAN is certified to cruise
with up to 40 guests making her the ideal choice for large
groups, parties, weddings etc. The generous dimensions of
ANTISAN, with her length of 33 metres and beam of nearly 8
metres give this yacht huge internal volume and deck space
usually only found on much larger yachts. ANTISAN’s interiors
are neutral and fitted out elegantly with furniture in walnut and
expertly matched pastel coloured fabrics. ANTISAN’s living
areas have a spacious sitting room with Plasma TV and BOSE
Sound System and a separate dining room. ANTISAN’s very

spacious Master Cabin is located on the main deck with
bathroom fitted with Jacuzzi. In addition ANTISAN has a
further three double cabins and a twin cabin with an extra
pullman bunk, all with en-suite bathroom and shower, giving a
total of 5 cabins for 11/12 guests. All of ANTISAN’s cabins
have satellite TV, stereo system and air conditioning.

ANTISAN’s aft deck has a large dining table seating 10/12
guests, while forward there are spacious sun pads and new
jacuzzi.

ANTISAN’s enormous upper deck is certainly another of
ANTISAN’s great strengths. Here you can lie on the large
sundeck or sit on the comfortable sofas in the shade of the fully
fitted bimini. ANTISAN can seat large groups for formal
lunches and dinners, another feature that makes her ideal for
corporate yacht charters and static events such as MIPIM,
Cannes Film Festival, Cannes Lions, MIDEM and the Monaco
Grand Prix. Up to 70 guests can be welcomed onboard
ANTISAN when the yacht is in port.

ANTISAN’s greatest quality has to be her crew! A fantastic
team that have been together for many years, led by Captain
Andrea Bianchi with over 30 years of charter experience and
much loved by guests! The cuisine and service is superb and
feedback from past charters has always been truly
exceptional!



KEY FEATURES

1 Cruises with up to 40 Guests

2 Perfect venue for Cannes Events

3 Day Charters welcome

4 Same key crew on board for over 10 years























SPECIFICATIONS
ACCOMMODATION
Number of Guests: 11
Number of Cabins: 5
Cabin Configuration: 4 Double, 1 Twin
Bed Configuration: 1 Pullman, 2 Queen, 2 Double, 2
Single, 1 Convertible

EQUIPMENT
Engines: 3 CAT C32 ACERT 1,825 HP each
Generators: 2 X 33 kW Kohler
Cruising Speed: 25 knots
Fuel Consumption: 750 Litres/Hr

WATERSPORTS
Tenders + Toys: 1 RIB with 75 HP outboard engine
1 SeaDoo Spark Jet Ski, 2 seats (extra Jet Ski on request)
Seabob (on request)
1 Outdoor Jacuzzi
2 Kayaks
2 Paddle boards
2 Towable Donuts
Kneeboard
Wakeboard
Water ski
Snorkeling Gear
Fishing equipment



LAYOUT



Bespoke Yacht Charter
58-60 Kensington Church Street

UK, London, W8 4DB
Tel: +44 20 7368 3328

info@bespokeyachtcharter.com
www.bespokeyachtcharter.com

Disclaimer

This document is not contractual. All specifications are given in good faith and offered for informational purposes only. The publisher and company do not warrant or
assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information and/or images displayed. Yacht inventory, specifications
and charter prices are subject to change without prior notice. None of the text and/or images used in this brochure may be reproduced without written consent from the
publisher.
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